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Abstract: This paper deals with the problem of real-time management of Smart Grids. For this sake,1

the energy management is integrated with the power system through a telecommunication system.2

The use of Multiagent Systems leads the proposed algorithm to find the best-integrated solution,3

taking into consideration the operating scenario and the system characteristics. The proposed4

technique is tested with the help of an academic microgrid, so the results may be replicated.5

Keywords: microgrid; real-time simulation; multiagent system; energy management system.6

1. Introduction7

Electrical power systems in the world are going through a modernization period with drastic8

improvements. This brings environmental consequences and raises concerns about sustainability and9

resilience of these systems. Particularly, the penetration of renewable sources and communication10

features increases the complexity of these systems, known as active systems. Microgrids fit in active11

systems and depending on the level of communication and control structures, may become smart12

grids. A microgrid is a network in small scale to supply small community loads [1]. At [2], it is possible13

to define microgrid as a small power system, able to balance its generation and demand, in order to14

maintain stable power supply inside a defined area, as shown in Figure 1.15

Microgrids offer the possibility of integration of different resources, so the operation may help16

one to supply critical loads under emergency conditions. The main objectives of this integration are17

the increase in efficiency, reliability, and reduction of losses and greenhouse gases emission, among18

others[3]. One of the strategies and technologies proposed to achieve these objectives is the concept of19

Sustainable Microgrids.20

A microgrid must be capable of properly handle two basic operation states: normal (grid21

connected) and emergency (islanded). To achieve an islanded operation capacity for a long period, a22

microgrid must fulfill requirements of energy storage and continuous microgeneration for supplying23

all loads, or in critical operation cases, supplying the highest priority loads [4].24

To efficiently operate and thus make the power grid becoming more reliable, increasing availability25

and safety, and reducing environmental impact, a smart telecommunication system[5] is required. It26

has the function of integrating all microgrid components and enables the insertion of dispatchable27

distributed generation (DG), energy trading, integrated system protection, power quality management28

and real-time microgrid monitoring [1].29
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Figure 1. Microgrid Model[2].

However, the monitoring, management, and operation, even for a small network, can be a complex30

task [1]. Then, with the use of a Multiagent System (MAS) it is possible to split this complex problem31

into several small and simple ones [6]. Some recent works such as [7–9] present solutions to partially32

handle this problem, but none of them evaluate the complete integration of the available resources.33

The concern of the response time of a simulation could be seen in [10] by using PSCAD\NS234

(Network Simulator 2), in [11] by using PSFL\NS2 [12–15] it is possible to see an effort and concern35

for this integration or co-simulation and thus validate the results in the new context of the intelligent36

network. You can still find other researchers of multiagent system applied to microgrid [16–23] where37

the telecommunications system was not included. As it is responsible for obtaining the data in the IED38

and delivering it to the Information Technology (IT) system, include it in the simulation have a great39

impact on the evaluation of the solution.40

Another important aspect that should be noted is how SMAs were developed to solve problems41

in a microgrid. Some researchers such as [24–31] have proposed frameworks and guidelines for the42

design, modeling and development of SMA with a correct view on how they should act, interact,43

socialize and pursue the goal, which is the power management solution of their power system. It is44

not intended to classify solutions in the microgrids as in [32–34] and for MAS as presented at [35–37].45

These works propose an analysis in real time of the impact of modeling a MAS using two different46

triggers and see the time impact of this modeling. Further, analyzing all systems, we verify the impact47

of a good data protocol development, so the information necessary to define the expected behavior of48

the agents could be sent to their recipients.49

This paper is then organized as follows: Section II describes the proposed microgrid model;50

Section III presents the Multiagent System that will be used in Section IV, shows the results of real time51

simulation; finally Section V presents the conclusions.52

2. Microgrid53

A microgrid is a local grid, scalable and sustainable, consisting of electric and thermal loads54

and their corresponding sources of power generation. Its components include; sources of distributed55

generation (including both storage and power generation), control subsystems and management,56
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communications infrastructure and secure information management. This nomenclature is valid for a57

wide range of systems, including a University campus [38].58

The characteristics described above may enable a microgrid to operate autonomously in islanded59

mode (disconnected from the main grid) in emergency conditions and improve the power quality (PQ)60

levels provided to their customers [39] when connected to the main grid. In this sense, the system61

stability may be improved as well. Microgrids are also seen as one of the most promising tools for62

the modernization of distribution networks, due to their versatility. This concept has been spread63

worldwide [40], especially in universities [32] where it is used as a laboratory for testing technologies64

that will be used in smart grids, as well as a mean of reducing its dependency on energy consumption65

from pollutants sources [38].66

In a study made by [41] in 20 microgrids papers, the most cited in the last 10 years, it was verified67

the main motivations related to microgrids implementation:68

• Peak reduction, integration of renewable heat and power combined are the primary goals (17/20);69

• Energy storage is required for temporary situations and "load steps", i.e. fully dispatchable70

inverters are needed (16/20);71

• Islanding without loss is desirable to improve the power quality (13/20);72

• Primary sources based on inverters will be used in microgrids (13/20).73

In this way, the distribution network that used to be passive has become active, with power flow74

no longer having the conventional property of being exclusively in the direction from generation75

through transmission to customer [6]. Now, bidirectional flows are expected in different operating76

conditions, which need to be modeled and monitored. Besides that, the consideration of new operating77

scenarios enables one to work on plug-in electric vehicles loading [42] and resilience of microgrids in78

emergency conditions [43,44].79

The microgrid has the capacity to operate in islanded mode or connected mode, and then there80

are three stages or steps that it must pass. The process when it goes from the connect mode to the81

islanded mode, the islanded mode operation and the reconnection process, that is, from islanded mode82

to connected mode. There are studies for each of these steps, either methodologies for island-based83

detection (islanded mode detection articles) or for reconnection of the microgrid to the main electrical84

system (microgrid reconnection articles) and for microgrid operation during the islanded mode, Which85

is the focus of this work.86

3. Multiagent System87

Agents and Multiagent Systems (MAS) enable a new way to analyze, design and implement88

complex control systems. A MAS can be defined as a loosely coupled network of problem solvers89

working together to solve problems that are beyond their individual capacities or knowledge to solve90

a problem [6]. Thus, a multiagent system should be able to operate without direct human intervention91

or of other agents and should have control of their own behavior and internal state. So, it must have a92

flexible autonomous action, showing the following characteristics:93

• Responsive: agents must perceive their environment and respond in a timely manner to the94

dynamic changes that occur in it;95

• Proactive: agents must not only act in response to the environment, they are able to exhibit96

goal-directed behavior by taking the initiative in order to satisfy their design objectives.97

• Social: agents should be able to interact, when appropriate, with other agents or humans looking98

to complete their tasks, and assist others with their activities [6,45].99

The reasons for choosing MAS are: the ability to provide robustness and efficiency; ability to allow100

interoperation with existing legacy systems and ability to solve problems where data, knowledge or101

control are distributed [6].102
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Therefore, the use of a MAS is an option for Smart Grids as in Smart Homes applications [46], in103

microgrids [17,28], either for control of Distributed Generation (DG) [47], energy management [48–50]104

or microgrid control [16,25,51–53].105

The development of MAS can benefit the intelligent operation of electrical power systems in106

many ways, but there are still some challenges that need to be addressed as problem formulation,107

standardization, communication, coherency, robustness, implementation [35].108

At [27] it is described that the current trend of the use of SMA in Power Systems can be divided into109

two modes: one as a methodology for developing flexible and extensible computer/hardware systems;110

and the other as a problem modeling methodology. The flexibility denotes the capacity to correctly111

respond to dynamic situations and support for replications in different situations (environments). The112

extensibility denotes the capacity to easily add a new functionality to a system, enhancing or updating113

any type of functionality. As a modeling methodology, Multi-agent systems are more than a system114

integration method, by offering a different way to see the world. An agent system can intuitively be115

used to represent a real situation of interacting entities and give a way to test how complex behaviors116

can arise.117

4. RealTime Framework118

To perform the tests, and to execute them in real time, the RTDS was used for the simulation of the119

microgrid. This is because it has the capacity to send/receive information to/from the system modeled120

in real time. This is an important factor and a contribution of this work since despite simulations of121

electrical systems integrated to computational systems with bi-directional information flows have122

already been studied in[21,54,55], the response time was not obtained in the execution time, Which123

caused a certain delay. Some solutions were implemented for the time synchronization between the124

simulated electrical systems, the communication system, and the data processing system, as seen in125

[56–59], but the type of data sent from the power system simulator is not analyzed.

Figure 2. Essay Topology.

126
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4.1. Microgrid Simulation127

The proposed power system model for this test case simulation is composed by one wind power128

generator, one Photovoltaic (PV) generator, and one dispatchable diesel generator, as presented in129

Table 1. There are also 7 loads described in Table 2. The priority of the loads can be defined according130

to specific criteria for each particular microgrid.131

The renewable generators have a wind speed and solar irradiance profiles as shown in Figure132

3. The data regarding these typical profiles are based on the Belgium electricity transmission system133

operator (ELIA) website. Any other test case could be used in this study, as well as a more complex134

case. This simple case was selected in this paper in order to prove the concepts and enable one to135

reproduce the results.136

Table 1. Microgrid Power Sources

Source

ID Power [MW] Type
SRC01 3,00 Fossil
SRC02 1,80 PV
SRC03 2,50 Wind

Table 2. Description of Load at Microgrid

LOAD

ID Demand [MW] Group (Priority)
LD01 1,60 3
LD02 1,60 2
LD03 0,60 3
LD04 1,00 1
LD05 0,70 1
LD06 0,60 2
LD07 1,10 1

4.2. Multiagent System Design137

The test case model presented here is useful to demonstrate the multiagent system interacting138

with the electrical power system in the islanded mode, pursuing the goal to supply all the loads as long139

as possible following the goal described at equation 3 where the Source is defined by 1 and the Load is140

defined by 2. The load of group 1 belongs to the Emergency state, loads of group 2 to the Critical state141

and the loads of group 3 to the survival. This modeling platform also shows the potentials of this type142

of evaluation in real time in integrating the three systems. Weaknesses and unforeseen constraints can143

then be directly verified as in the real time frame.144

PSource = PWind + PPV + PGenerator (1)

PLoads = ∑ PPriority1 + ∑ PPriority2 + ∑ PPriority3 (2)

PSource > PLoads (3)

For the implementation of the multiagent system, there are several platforms or development145

frameworks such as Zeus, Cybele, Cougar, Net. In this work, it was chosen the platform JADE (Java146

Agent Development) [60]. JADE is widely used because it is a middleware that abstracts the distributed147

architecture required for the creation of MAS, thus allowing that the development can be focused148
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Figure 3. Power Generation Profile for Wind and Photovoltaic Sources

on the logical aspects of the system because it controls communication between different hosts and149

messages exchanged between agents [61].150

All the communications between the agents are made using FIPA (Foundation for Intelligent151

Physical Agents) protocol, implemented in JADE, and the communication between the agents and the152

power system in the RTDS is done using TCP/IP protocol. For this simulation, the following agents153

are proposed:154

The development of the SMA was based on the GAIA [62] methodology, that helped and guided155

with the definitions of the roles that will be exercised, of the agents that will participate and execute the156

roles, and of the services that each agent will have to perform to reach the desired goal. The following157

roles were defined: Equipment, Manager, and Translator, where the Equipment represents the agents158

responsible for the management of the IEDs, whether they are coupled to the loads or to the sources of159

power generation. The Manager is responsible for verifying the current situation of the microgrid and160

define a state (emergency, critical or survival) and the Translator makes the connection between the161

electrical or microgrid system and the SMA.162

The agent models are based on the roles to be performed at the environment in which they163

are immersed. Thus, four agents are defined: LOAD (load) responsible for monitoring the loads of164

the microgrid and has "Equipment" as the role to be prosecuted; Source (generation) responsible for165

the equipment of generation of energy and that has the same role as the Load; Middle (translator)166

responsible for the exchange of information and translation of commands between the microgrid167

and the SMA by performing the role "Translator"; and the Manager, responsible for collecting the168

information of those who perform the role "Equipment" for the definition of a priority status when169

performing the role "Manager".170

By performing the tests on a real-time electrical system simulation platform and accessing the data171

through a SCADA monitoring interface, it is possible to determine which data will actually become172

available to send to the management software system, which, in this case, is the MAS. Much of the173
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information used in other simulations using an electrical system and MAS make use of information174

that is not necessarily available by the Intelligent Electronic Device (IED).175

5. Simulation and Results176

The interaction between the MAS and the power system has to be executed in real time. The177

microgrid described in Figure 4 is used to test the interaction between the proposed methodology and178

the Real Time Digital Simulator R© (RTDS).179

Figure 4. Simulated Microgrid.

The JADE framework has a Directory Facilitator (DF) that enables one to know all the agents that180

are active on the multiagent platform. There is also a sniffer agent that can be used to review how the181

communication between agents work. In this work, no index of communication performance was182

considered, which can be addressed in future works.183

The middle agent is capable of interacting with the microgrid by using scripts commands to184

obtain information about the power meter and send commands to close or open the circuit breakers of185
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the loads. This emulates a power management solution for a microgrid in a real telecommunication186

context. Such a communication system receives and processes information in real time, and then send187

responses. Therefore, the decision also occurs in real time.188

The simulation starts with the microgrid in the grid-connected mode, i.e., there is no concern of189

the agents to meet the demand of the smart microgrid (SMG). As soon as the SMG is disconnected, the190

information is sent to the MAS to enter in the islanded mode, triggering the generation/load balance191

policy within the microgrid. In this research, the MAS follows the algorithm described in Figure 5 to192

operate the microgrid in the islanded mode based on the methodology presented in [43].193

Figure 5. Flowchart of MAS Actions

The communication of the agents in this system determines all the loads and power sources194

available. This enables the manager agent to define the state of the SMG in order to guarantee the195

power supply to the priority loads. All the agents are registered in the DF so that the identification of196

them all could be possible in any state of the SMG. Figure 6 illustrates the process.197

Once the middle agent is connected to the power system, such information is sent to the other198

agents (load and source agents). Both of them receive a stream of information in a multicast message199

sent by the middle agent that use the DF to know all the load agents and build a list. The same action200

is executed for the source agents. These ACL INFORM carry the information of all devices in the201

microgrid, which is monitored by the load or source agents.202

Each agent verifies the message, find its respective information and update its status. This step203

occurs in 5s time intervals and this information is not sent directly to the manager agent. The manager204

agent makes a request for both groups of agents, load, and source, using an ACL REQUEST message205

with the "Demand" and "Supply" conversation ID, respectively, in an interval of 5s. When the source206
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Figure 6. Data Exchange in MAS

agents identify the request, they send an ACL INFORM message with the information of their status207

to the manager, which processes the data to determine what is the state that the microgrid is in that208

exact moment, based on the available variables.209

Then, the manager informs all the load agents about of the actual microgrid status, (EMERGENCY,210

CRITICAL or SURVIVAL) using an ACL INFORM message with the ID "microgrid-state", and so, each211

load agent verifies its priority, and if necessary, send an ACL REQUEST message to the middle agent212

to reject a respective load.213

The middle agent receives the request and then, it sends to RSCAD a script command to open the214

branch using the TCP/IP connection and sends back to load agent an ACL INFORM message with215

the "OK" status. Then, the load agent changes its state to OFF. Therefore, the next update of all loads216

available will be different, and so will the microgrid state. Figure7 illustrates the process. The Status217

EMERGENCY, CRITICAL or SURVIVAL can be defined according to distributed generation priority218

levels of the load for a particular microgrid.219

Hence, there is a new microgrid perspective from the demand and power supply that should be220

monitored by the manager agent. When the state of this microgrid is changed, the manager agent221

sends another message to all registered loads in the DF for each one to execute their own actions based222

on their state and priority. This will be repeated until all the power source is not able to supply the223

loads connected to the microgrid in the survival state.224

On the other hand, if the manager agent detects that the supply is greater than the actual demand,225

it will send an ACL REQUEST to all loads, since they do not know the priority of each load. Each load226

agent receives the message and checks if the group or priority is the same of them. Then, they send the227

information back to the manager using an ACL CFP message with the maximum demand data or zero,228

if the group request is not the same of them, as shown in Figure 8.229

5.1. Results230

The simulation uses a client-server model to read the information from the IED. A polling time231

for the load and source agents to receive data from the middle agent is defined. The power profile data232
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Figure 7. Data Exchange updated in MAS

Figure 8. New Demand Request and Reply

is in intervals of 15 minutes in order to generate a complete simulation, which is updated in the RTDS233

every 15 seconds, and the polling time of the middle agent and manager agent is 12s. Thus, every 12s234

in the graph of the manager (GUI) represents 15 minutes of data profile. A 24 hour-time span of the235

data profile of power generation and loads is employed. The results are shown in Figure 9.236

In Figure 9 the SMG starts in the grid-connected mode, so there is no problem with the demand237

to be greater than the generation. When the SMG changes the mode to islanded, for any reason, such238

as a faulted line, the SMG is in the emergency status. When the MAS detects that the actual generation239

in not able to supply all the loads in the microgrid, the manager changes the MSG state to critical in a240

first attempt to supply the loads. The manager has a new scenario of the SMG with only four loads241

and, in this moment the power generation inside the microgrid is still less than the necessary to supply242

the demand. Again, the manager changes the state of SMG, but now to survival. In this new scenario,243

only the two high priority loads can be supplied with the inside power generation.244

Until this point, where loads were rejected using priority, it seems that there is no reason to245

use MAS to manage the microgrid energy when it is in islanded mode. But, when the generation is246

raising, the ability of MAS to exchange information shows its differentiated methodology that helps to247
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Figure 9. Energy Management for Power Profile

prioritize the loads at the current power generation. The MAS has to discover the new demand of the248

new state before reconnecting the loads, so the Manager Agent has a picture of the actual generation249

and the next demand, to make the decision of raising the state or keeping the state.250

The manager still keeps checking the balance of power generation inside the SMG, since the mode251

is still islanded. When the manager notes that there is more power than demand, it asks for the loads252

of next priority what are their maximum demand. If the power at this moment is greater than the253

actual demand plus the new demand of the next priority load, then the manager changes the state to254

critical, and the load is connected again to the SMG as seen in Figure 10.255

When the power generation is decreasing, as shown in Figure 11, the manager agent still keeps256

checking the power balance inside the SMG, and when it becomes insufficient to supply the loads, it257

changes the state of SMG again to survival, so only the high priority loads are able to remain connected.258

It is assumed here that the total power generation inside the microgrid is sufficient to supply the high259

priority loads.260

By using the first method to model the MAS, it is possible to see when the demand is higher than261

the supply, as depicted in in Figure 12. This happens for few seconds, but it is undesirable since it262

results in voltage and frequency drop issues. Since the methodology applied to MAS is based only263

on a pooling time, even when the manager identifies an unbalanced situation, this is reflected in the264

next pooling only. Therefore, to optimize the operation and obtain a better power management, an265

event-driven solution with the pooling mechanism was developed. Then, when the manager detects266

that the power is unbalanced, it sends a message for state changing and requests an update. The267

obtained result is now is a better fit of the balance as shown in Figure 11.268

Another issue that was discovered during the tests is that just reading the power of the meters will269

not lead MAS to the goal that was designed. The information that the load agent firstly was designed270

to receive is the information of the power meter. So, when the LOAD is connected to the microgrid,271

the information sent is the actual power consumption and it is useful to the moment when the power272
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Figure 10. Energy Management for Power Profile Increasing

Figure 11. Energy Management for Power Profile Decreasing
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Figure 12. Multiagent System without Event Driven behavior

generation is decreasing. But this information is useless when the power generation is raising. When273

the manager asks for the status of the loads to verify if is possible to supply the new demand, the274

meter is showing 0W (zero). Thus, the manager will not raise the microgrid status, and the LOADs275

will not be reconnected to the grid.276

During the test, it was noted the need for a more elaborated language for the MAS. As we can see277

at Figure 13 the Diesel generator was following the load in the microgrid, so when there was less load278

to supply, the model of the generator in the RTDS reduced the power delivered. The maximum power279

capacity of this power resource should be sent to allow the Manager agent receive information that280

real reflect the place that it is inserted.281

Without this information, the Manager could not decide to raise the microgrid state, because even282

when the PV generator achieve a power that plus the maximum power of the diesel generator and the283

Wind generator is capable to supply the next state, it will not change because the information is the284

actual power generation of the diesel power source. It is necessary a new behavior of the Source agent285

to lead the diesel generator to the desired power that could supply the new state.286

6. Conclusions287

This paper presented a framework in real time to test a solution for energy management in a288

smart microgrid in an islanded mode using the multiagent system. The integration of all agents289

was possible by using TCP/IP communication, but it was necessary a middleware to exchange and290

translate information from the MAS to the power system. Since was not possible to use an OpenSource291

JAVA API for the IEC 61850 in the JADE Framework, it was necessary to create a bridge between the292

data from the power system and the data for the MAS. This is a critical point because if the middle293

agent eventually goes down, the communication with the power system is lost. In a mission-critical294

system, like the power system, it is not desirable.295

The use of MAS and its performance analysis in real time has shown to be a good solution for296

complex problems, but the correct use and modeling of MAS demands a great communication design297
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Figure 13. Multiagent System without Event Right Information

to provide the sociability behavior expected from this type of methodology. When the MAS uses only298

the polling mechanism it was observed some problem related to the timing and synchronization for299

control of the loads in an unbalanced state. By adding an event-driven mechanism to the pooling, the300

problem was solved. Therefore, the simulation of multiagent systems in smart microgrids in real-time301

and with real communication links can reveal some issues that only happens in this type of simulation,302

like the kind of information an agent should be able to report and what type of methodology is better303

to fit a real situation. This enhances the relevance of the models and research framework presented in304

this paper.305
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